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NextGen Climate, George Soros of Open Society Foundations and others have been among the strongest supporters of
renewable energy. Steyer announced last month that he would support President Obama's decision to put an additional $7 billion
into clean transportation and climate research, and he has also backed efforts to improve energy efficiency at public schools on
multiple occasions.. "All of these people that are really skeptical or hold contradictory beliefs might want to put their financial
future at risk," Gere said. "At least put some money behind something like environmentalism in terms of promoting economic
activity that benefits society and the climate.".
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have also stepped into funding such initiatives as the recent $700 million climate justice initiative, which promotes financial
alternatives to fossil fuels such as solar, renewable energy and battery storage. Steyer has backed that initiative as well. For his
part, Steyer has not donated to that effort, but he said his views on the issue don't change because of that investment. "The
impact on global warming is very different than it was at the time," Steyer said.. 5.8.4 Adobe Reader.7.2.1.27 Free 5.8.5 Adobe
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philanthropists did not name climate-change skeptics, but recent studies found that those who deny climate change are generally
the least likely to get active in environmental projects. Most of them cite personal or religious concerns, said Richard Gere, who
directs energy and climate policy at the Union of Concerned Scientists, a nonpartisan group that tracks philanthropy. Other
concerns include environmental justice -- those who feel that people are suffering when economic growth and employment
opportunities are limited by a lack of climate data, and economic hardship and inequities.. ATC.exe (ATF_1.32.32.exe -
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policy. "I asked some of these groups, are you working with any groups now that support action on climate change, and I think
there should be several," he said. He added that they have given $2.2 million so far, including more than $900,000 to the New
York City and California Sierra Club.. AT-FULL Adobe Acrobat XI Pro 11.0.16 Multilingual Crackpot PDF Editor.pdf AT-
FULL Adobe Acrobat XI Pro 11.0.16 Multilingual Crackpot PDF Editor.pdf AT2.6.exe (ATM2000.COM).. Most of Steyer's
money now comes from Open Society, which has funded numerous climate advocacy groups. In the months before his
announcement, & CXB. Free.. The list below has been culled from some public reporting and research, and Gere said he had
not reviewed it to be certain that groups such as Steyer and many other donors that oppose global warming science did not do
some of the additional work. Still, they support clean energy and energy efficiency in general as important policies that could
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